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Installation Tools. Wish Lists. Need Help? Adding product to your cart. These subs are capable
of easily handling watts of continuous power and bursts as high as watts. Just as you would
expect these bad boys are equipped with all sorts of awesome stuff such as EROM and V-ROM
surrounds, Free Flow motor cooling, double slit formers, eight layer aluminum voice coils,
28mm magnetic gaps, cast aluminum frames, rigid non-pressed cones, and our multi-layer
spider system. ESP subs are truly built to maximize performance in their designated size class.
Please contact us for shipping to Hawaii and Alaska. We are an Authorized Car Stereo Retailer.
All of our products carry a full warranty from the manufacturer along with tech support to
ensure you have a positive experience with your purchase. They do not run a credit check, so
no harm in applying. Then you can use your virtual card they provide at checkout. Learn more
by clicking here. We hope you are happy with your purchase. However, if you are not
completely satisfied with your purchase for any reason within 60 days from purchase, you may
return complete and like-new products to us for a full refund, store credit, or exchange. If you
find a lower current advertised price on an identical brand new item from another authorized
retailer as listed by the manufacturer , we will match or beat their price. While some restrictions
do apply, we want to know what it will take to earn your business. Stereo Size Stereo Size.
Channels Channels. Amplifier Kits Amplifier Kits. Size Size. Coaxials Coaxials. Click to zoom in.
Brand: DD Audio. Category: inch Subwoofers. Dual 2 Ohm. Quantity must be 1 or more. Add to
cart. Product Description. Customer Reviews. No reviews. Why Buy from Us? Have Questions?
We can help! Send us some information and we will follow up with you with the answers you
need,. What can we help you with today? How would you like us to contact you? Phone Email
No Preference. Continue shopping View cart. DD Audio is celebrating 30 years of bass
domination by taking you on a journey through the world renowned Series evolution. From the
beginning, DD has continually worked to improve our designs to keep up with the newest
technology and the ever changing styles of music flowing through our veins. With each new
model we were able to push new limits, and thus, continually increase the performance and
durability of the product. The sub that started it all was built in the late s and early 90s under the
Resonance brand, and designed for use in bandpass and active studio subwoofers set-ups. The
aptly named SS Studio Subwoofer utilized underhung voice coil topology coupled to a low
moving mass design. These were made in underhung designs, using edgewound ribbon wire
coils single magnet , and overhung designs using round copper wire double stack magnet. The
motor design was very strong compared to most other designs available in the market,
especially in the overhung coil design. Our testing showed when coupled with high power
amplifiers, it could easily overdrive the capability of the cones, spiders and voice coils. For the
next couple of years we continued using the Series motors while we worked relentlessly with
our trusted suppliers to develop stronger parts and refine the design further for the growing
number of high power applications. This is where the car audio legend known as the Series

really begins. We developed coils, spiders, tinsel leads, cones, and motors specifically for high
power car audio applications. These improved parts and manufacturing techniques are the
cornerstone of the DD Audio subwoofer line you see today. Improved Coil Design: Higher
temperature round copper wire coils using aluminum formers and multiple layers of nomex
wrapping to protect the glue joints from heat and strengthen the former. Laminated Fabric
Spiders: Offered a higher level of control and more linear movement during peak excursion vs.
Multi-Strand Tinsel Leads: Burnt tinsel leads were a common problem with single strand tinsel
designs. With our multi-strand technique the leads were able to carry high current loads without
burning. Plus our new design was heat formable, allowing us to shape the leads in optimal
pattern to stay clear of the cone and spider during peak excursion. Free Flow Cooling Motor:
Helped to deal with the ever increasing thermal load from high power amplifiers. This system
turned the speaker into a giant air pump; circulating cooling air through the motor and the voice
coil. The current method for cross drilling the top plates was hindering our ability to keep up
with increased production demands. For the sake of production efficiency, we amended the
original top plate venting method. Laminated Lead Wires: Eliminated lead wire slap at high
excursion. Secondly, traditional hanging lead wires placed weight and tension on the cone,
causing harmonic distortion. Our laminating technique put the lead to coil connection below the
cone thereby restoring balance. For the c revision we moved the cross venting to machined
paths in the bottom of the top plate. The c revision also introduced a frame spacer to
accommodate the need for increased coil length and suspension travel. To aid in production
methods, the cross venting moved to the top of the top plate. Further advances were made in
the development of the laminated leadwire system, and we changed the profile of our spiders.
The new proprietary spider design incorporated higher rolls, which allowed for more excursion
without increasing the spider diameter. Direct Connect Leads are the most electrically efficient
connections out there. This twisted and soldered connection reduces any signal lose to an
absolute minimum. When most companies were trying to dominate the world by building cheap
subs, DD continued the refinement of our softs parts enabling our subs to further distance
themselves from competitive brands. It was during this time period that we also released a
limited run of sound quality focused subs designed with underhung coils. We called these the
series. They used a motor coupled with a custom machined top plate extension allowing for this
subs unique underhung design. We increased the magnet diameter to mm, up from mm. This
motor used 2 magnets of 25mm thickness. This was an in-between motor. The top plate design
from the g revision remained, but the pole piece was tooled for shorting ring mounting, and we
added vents in the bottom plate for increased heat dissipation. The i revision saw an improved
top plate design plus several other performance enhancements. We introduced our larger
diameter composite spiders, and the 8 spoke frames with a larger spider landing to
accommodate the new spiders. This revision added the ability to SuperCharge, and the pole
piece was undercut below the top plate allowing for a more focused magnetic gap. In response
to the shift in our customers listening styles we increased the magnet structure to a 75mm
height allowing the j revision to accommodate our Z3 coils. The ESP subs are products of over
30 years of subwoofer innovation. ESP allows us to address several performance issues
plaguing standard subwoofer designs. The CFB composition employs a potent carbon fiber
based cocktail to give you the highest strength to weight ratio of any pulp cone in the industry.
The control ribs allow for a continuously variable control system through expansion and
contraction. Super Frame SFrame : Maximizes spider diameter, cone diameter, suspension
travel, works as a secondary shorting ring and provides additional heat sinking for directing
heat away from the coil. We also continued to make improvements to Free Flow Cooling System
design. We also started using black hard parts due to environmental concerns linked to chrome
plating. Express yourself with your choice of logo style and color plus custom dust cap and
cone. Start Customizing. It is the goal of DD Audio to create the finest audio products possible,
dedicated to the ultimate performance of the product no matter the lengths required of the
design or manufacturing process. We believe in quality for the masses. The budget-minded
audio enthusiast should be able to get quality car audio that fits into their price range. These
subs are hand-built in our offshore facility with the same high energy design philosophy as our
HiDef and Power Tuned subwoofers making it possible to get the performance you demand, at
the price you want. The USA built, HiDef Tuned subwoofers feature a suspension that offers the
perfect mix of control and efficiency, designed for systems where fidelity is the focus, and
everyday listening will be done primarily inside the car. HiDef Tuned subs play fast, accurate
and low. They work perfectly with the DD Box system, and due to their optimized suspension
tuning, they also work great in acoustic suspension applications. Our USA built, Power Tuned
subwoofers are designed to push performance limits, yet still maintain a high level of control.
Power Tuned subs feature additional mechanical and electrical damping to handle the rigors of

crazy lows in daily high output applications. Power Tuned subs are meant to be heard not only
in the car, but down the street The Z series is the result of our ongoing study in the field of
world subwoofer domination. The Z project represents the culmination of DD's ultimate
engineering goal which is to push the limits of delivered energy by utilizing high-performance
composite technologies. The Z series takes its place as the flagship of the DD sub line by
having the highest motor strength, greatest voice coil cooling capability, most overbuilt design
features, and last but not least True To The Source sound reproduction. HiDef Tuned The USA
built, HiDef Tuned subwoofers feature a suspension that offers the perfect mix of control and
efficiency, designed for systems where fidelity is the focus, and everyday listening will be done
primarily inside the car. Z Series The Z series is the result of our ongoing study in the field of
world subwoofer domination. The Audioshop W U. These subs are capable of easily handling
watts of continuous power and bursts as high as watts. Just as you would expect these bad
boys are equipped with all sorts of awesome stuff such as EROM and V-ROM surroun
chrysler 300 radio wiring diagram
subaru 25 firing order
pt cruiser airbag light
ds, Free Flow motor cooling, double slit formers, eight layer aluminum voice coils, 28mm
magnetic gaps, cast aluminum frames, rigid non-pressed cones, and our multi-layer spider
system. ESP subs are truly built to maximize performance in their designated size class. Read
More. Watch the ESP Video. Express yourself with your choice of logo style and color, plus
custom dust cap and cone! Buy Local. Search More. Driver Size In : 10 12 15 Watts RMS: - - - Peak Power: VCD In : 3. Fs Hz : Qms: 7. Qes: 0. Qts: 0. Vas: Xmech MM : 46 62 62 Xmax MM : 22
22 22 Woofer Displacement CuFt : 0. Ported Enclosure CuFt : 1. Shipping Weight Lbs : 67 70 77
Price USD : Our USA built, Power Tuned subwoofers are designed to push performance limits,
yet still maintain a high level of control. Power Tuned subs feature additional mechanical and
electrical damping to handle the rigors of crazy lows in daily high output applications. Power
Tuned subs are meant to be heard not only in the car, but down the street

